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Abstract. Hoppers are used in various fields of application, as for material transportation in food industry, 

mining, agricultural industry, transport industry etc. Mass flow rate at the hopper outlet nozzle is one of the 

significant parameters which is used to evaluate efficiency of the hopper. During the discharge process of 

hopper, different effects in bulk material behavior, as accumulation or bridging of particles, could occur, 

therefore decreasing efficiency of the hopper discharge rate. In this paper physical and numerical experiments of 

bulk flow through the hopper are performed and analyzed under applied vertical vibrations to the hopper 

construction. Vibrations are considered with different frequency and amplitude in experimental and numerical 

models. As the bulk material spherical glass particles are used in the experiments. The obtained results of the 

physical experiments are compared with the results of numerical simulations, therefore allowing to evaluate 

efficiency of numerical models used for analysis of the bulk material flow effects in the hopper system. The 

obtained experimental and numerical model results will be used for further analysis of a more complicated 

hopper model, where the bulk material segregation process at the outlet nozzle of the hopper system and dust 

dispersion in surrounding environment during the bulk material loading process will be taken in account. 
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Introduction 

Hopper systems are widely used in different fields of application – for storing and transporting 

granular materials, in mining, agriculture, wood chip production etc. Dependent on the granular 

medium and the hopper shape properties, different flow types – arching, funnel flow, flow with 

particle segregation and other may occur during the hopper discharge process (Fig. 1) [1]. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 1. Granular medium flow types: a – mass flow; b – funnel flow 

The hopper discharge angle has significant importance on the granular material discharge rate. 

Mathematical models for design of appropriate hoper discharge angle have been developed [2]. By 

using the Jenike’s theory, it is possible to find the appropriate hopper discharge angle to obtain mass 

flow [1]. Different analytical approaches are used to analyse the hopper mass discharge, for example, 

Carleton and Williams methods, which allow to determinate the mass flow rate for a hopper with the 

angle of internal friction in the range 20-50º [3]. In practice there are limitations to do changes in the 

hopper design and change the flow type. Applied vibrations are often used to prevent the hopper 

system from jamming and improve the hopper discharge rate [4]. There are different parameters 

(granular material shape, size, density, rigidity and others), which should be considered when 

appropriate vibration regime is selected for a specific hopper system. Prediction of the bulk material 

behaviour in the hopper system involves testing which is time and cost consuming method. 

Development of computational methods allows to use DEM (Discrete Element Method) in 

combination with CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) to simulate the bulk material behaviour and 

interaction with geometries at different boundary conditions, therefore allowing to save time used for 

testing. In this paper the discharge rate of the hopper system is analysed and compared with physical 

experiments and numerical models.  
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Setup of numerical and physical experiments 

Vibrations are often implemented in hopper systems to prevent the hopper from jamming. If the 

hopper is discharging without applied vibrations, in many cases the obtained flow type is funnel flow. 

When horizontal vibrations are applied on the hopper system, the flow state changes into inverted – 

funnel flow where material along the hopper side exits first. Applied vibration in horizontal direction 

increases also the hopper discharge rate [5]. In a hopper with vertical applied vibrations the discharge 

rate is decreasing with respect to acceleration (1) [6]. 

 
g

a
2

ω
=Γ , (1) 

where Γ – dimensionless acceleration; 

 a – amplitude of vibration, m; 

 g – gravity acceleration, m·s
-2

. 

In this paper analysis of the hopper discharge rate is performed with applied vertical vibrations in 

the range Γ = 0-5, where the frequency range f = 0-35 Hz. For physical and numerical experiments 

(Fig. 2, b) spherical glass particles with diameter 1.0-1.3 mm are used. The hopper construction is 

made from plastics with the mechanical properties listed in Table 1.  

Physical experiments (Fig. 2, a) are performed with a hopper mounted on vibration exciter. 

Hopper is filled with the glass particles and measurements of the discharge process are performed at 

different vibration frequency of exciter while the amplitude of vibrations is constant. The discharge 

process is captured using video recording with 300 frames per second.  

Discharge rate is analysed changing vibration acceleration by the change of frequency. In 

numerical model Hertz – Mindlin contact model is used for particle – particle and particle – geometry 

contact [7]. Euler time integration method with fixed time step 3.6·10
-6 

s is used for simulation of the 

discharge process. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 2. Experimental setup: a – physical model (1 – hopper, 2 – vibration exciter);  

b – numerical model in EDEM [8] 

Table 1 

Mechanical properties 

Mechanical properties Glass particles Hopper construction 

Density (kg·m
-3

) 2500 1700 

Coefficient of static friction 0.1 0.5 

Poisson’s ratio 0.25 0.32 

Coefficient of restitution 0.8 0.6 

 

1. 

2. 
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Results and discussion 

Physical and numerical experiments are performed for the hopper system with applied vertical 

vibrations and analysis of dimensionless mass discharge (ratio between the discharge rate with applied 

vibration and discharge rate without applied vibrations). In the numerical model the theoretical value 

of the friction coefficient for the hopper is used and air resistance is neglected. Physical and numerical 

experiments are indicating that the hopper discharge rate is decreasing with increase of acceleration 

(Fig. 3.). The obtained results comply with other researches performed by Hunt L. et al. [6].  

 

Fig. 3. Dimensionless mass discharge rate in numerical and physical experiments  

Results of the numerical experiment show that the discharge rate is significantly dependent on the 

applied vertical vibrations. Second order polynomial regression [9] is used to approximate the results 

of the physical experiments (Fig. 4, a). The used approximation has the mean square cross validation 

error σ
2
 = 0.0197 and R

2
 = 0.98 (2), indicating that the used approximation has sufficient accuracy. 

  

Fig. 4. Second order polynomial approximation of results – a) physical experiment, b) numerical 

experiment 

Approximation of the numerical results (Fig. 4, b) has less accuracy with σ
2
 = 0.061 and 

R
2
 = 0.78. By eliminating bad point (experiment point – 5), accuracy of approximation has significant 

increase where the mean square cross validation error σ
2
 = 0.035 and R

2
 = 0.92. 

 
22 )

100
(1 reltestR −

−=
σ

 (2) 

where σtest rel – relative approximation prediction error. 

  

The results indicate that during the deceleration phase of the vibration cycle particles loose 

contact with the hopper wall and fall under gravity. With increase of vibration acceleration increases 

also the discharge amplitude, but the average discharge rate is decreasing (Fig. 5).  

a) b) 
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Fig. 5. Discharge rate dependence on acceleration Γ 

A high friction coefficient of the hopper wall may cause particle accumulation in the hopper, 

therefore, reducing discharge rate and material jamming can occur [10]. Different methods in literature 

are used to analyse flow types in a hopper as analytic approaches, which allow to determine the flow 

type and complex physical experiments involving X- ray tomography [11]. 

In the performed numerical analysis the particle velocity field is analysed. In the model without 

applied vibrations the mass flow state is obtained where all particles uniformly tend to exit the hopper 

(Fig. 5, a). In the performed experiments a hopper with a small outlet nozzle diameter is used (3). In 

hoppers with small outlet nozzle diameters granular material is developing mass flow type [12]. 

 dD 5= , (3) 

where D – hopper outlet diameter, m; 

 d – diameter of particle, m. 

Applied vertical vibrations on the hopper may reduce the possibility of material jamming in the 

hopper and change material discharge type from funnel flow to mass flow [13]. During the 

acceleration phase of the vibration cycle, particles are losing contact with the hopper wall, therefore 

limiting the possibility to accumulate in the stagnation zone (Fig. 6, b).  

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 6. Velocity field of particles at 2s from start of simulation:  

a – model without applied vibrations; b – model with applied vibrations 

Another model is used to analyse the effect of the friction coefficient of the hopper construction 

on the granular material flow type. For silos with funnel flow material stagnation zones are observed 

close to the hopper walls [14]. In model with small friction coefficient (µ = 0.2) the mass flow state is 
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obtained (Fig. 6. a.) and with increase of the friction coefficient (µ = 0.9) the mass flow changes into 

funnel flow, where particles in the flow centre tend to exit the hopper first, while material stagnation 

zones are developing close to the hopper wall (Fig. 7).  

 

Fig. 7. Funnel flow – particle velocity distribution (friction coefficient µ = 0.9) 

In model with a high friction coefficient vertical vibrations with the frequency 10Hz and 

amplitude 0.001m are applied and results without material stagnation zones in the hopper are obtained. 

Velocity of particles is uniformly distributed during acceleration (Fig. 8, a) and deceleration (Fig. 8, b) 

stages of applied harmonic vibrations and particles are not sticking to the hopper wall, therefore the 

granular flow tends to approach the mass flow type. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 8. Particle velocity distribution with applied vibrations (f = 10 Hz, A = 0.001 m) on hopper 

(friction coefficient µ = 0.9): a – acceleration stage; b – deceleration stage 

The created numerical model can be used for further metamodel based shape optimization of the 

hopper design parameters considering uncertainty due to the mechanical properties of various bulk 

materials [15]. 

Conclusions 

1. The results of the performed physical and numerical experiments show that applied vertical 

vibrations on the hopper system have significant impact on the discharge rate. With increase of 

the vibration acceleration to Γ = 5, the dimensionless discharge rate is decreasing by 37 % 

comparing with the discharge rate for the hopper without applied vibrations. 

2. The created numerical model can be used for analysis of the particle flow field to evaluate the 

granular material flow type in the hopper and also for evaluation of the hopper discharge rate. The 

numerical results have average difference within 5 % from the results of the physical experiments.  

Stagnation zone 
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3. Applied vertical vibrations on the hopper reduce the wall friction impact on the granular flow 

type. In the hopper deceleration stage particles are losing contact with the hopper wall and are 

sucked into flow. 

4. In further research a more exact numerical model should be used including effects of the air 

resistance and induced air flow due to the particle motion. 
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